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About EverWith®

Here at EverWith®, we believe that everyone should have a way to carry a little piece of 
someone they love with them. Even when they have passed on. It was because of our passion, 
and dream to make this a reality, that our company, EverWith®, was born.

We are the UK’s largest memorial jewellery company. We specialise in creating beautiful, 
bespoke keepsakes in memory of loved ones who have passed away. Our vision is to create 
timeless, unique, sentimental tributes to treasure always.

We are dedicated to incorporating thoughtful details and personal touches into everything we 
do. Also, to alleviate any worries you may have, we send regular updates detailing the progress 
of your jewellery. Every day, we strive to deliver a fantastic service for our customers and to 
create keepsake gifts that they will cherish for a lifetime. 

Our main desire is that our jewellery brings some comfort and peace to our clients. We have 
received such lovely feedback from our valued customers. Some tell us that when they receive 
their special item, they cry tears of happiness. Others, of the comfort that they find having their 
loved one with them still.

We are excited that our company is growing so quickly… as is our product range, and our 
fantastic team! Our collection has come a long way since the business first began. We now 
offer over two hundred different products, including rings, pendants, bracelets, and many 
more.  Our entire range of jewellery is made with quality 925 Sterling Silver or 9k Gold, and 
there is a lot of love and craftsmanship that go into every piece.

If you have any questions, or queries, no matter how small, please do not hesitate to get in 
touch. We are a friendly team who understand how personal and precious your jewellery will 
be. We are here every step of the way to make sure your order is perfectly unique, and exactly 
as you imagined.

“We’ve crafted jewellery pieces for tens of thousands of happy 
customers who have left us amazing, glowing reviews.”
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EverWith Memorial 
Jewellery Reviews

of reviewers recommend 
EverWith Memorial

Jewellery

98%

Beautiful piece made for my mother. The packaging 

that we received the ring in was beautiful and 

someone had taken a lot of time to make sure the 

presentation was perfect. She loves the ring and 

now she can carry her loved ones around with her 

at all times, thank you.

Lynne Mekshi

Absolutely perfect. The ring is beautiful and has 

just the right amount of sparkle. The company 

were brilliant to deal with from start to finish. Fast 

service and kept up to date at all times. Highly 

recommended.

Joanne Heaney

Absolutely beautiful ring beautifully packaged, fast 

delivery I am so happy with my ring a little piece to 

remember my baby son.

Natasha Boy

Over 15,000 5 Star Reviews

More than 250,000 people 
have given us the 

With every piece of jewellery that is made 
you are given a Certificate of Authenticity

EverWith®  offers an extensive choice of pendants, rings, bracelets, lockets, cufflinks and earrings 
in a range of styles and designs to suit all tastes. Most of our memorial jewellery pieces are crafted 
from hallmarked 925 Sterling Silver. However, as even Sterling Silver can tarnish and discolour, 
each piece is coated with a Rhodium Plating that keeps the surface looking bright and shiny. We 
also offer our memorial jewellery designs in solid 9k Yellow, White or Rose Gold, and we also 
offer the option of adding some real diamond dust in with the ashes to give a subtle sparkle.

Our team of craftspeople respectfully blend a tiny amount of the ashes with the special resin in 
your chosen colour. Each of our exquisitely crafted pieces of jewellery contains one or more 
chambers where the resin containing the cremation ashes or hair are carefully added layer 
upon layer. There are many delicate stages to the process, and when finished, the resin has the 
appearance of a glossy stone containing the ashes suspended within like floating flakes. The final 
outer layer is extremely hard and durable to protect the resin and its precious contents.

We offer twelve different resin colours, Blue, Aqua, Green, Yellow, Orange, Red, Pink, Purple, 
Black, White, Transparent, and Violet. This extensive choice of colours allows clients to create 
a truly unique and individual piece of jewellery which reflects their own colour preferences or 
those of your loved one. As each piece is individually handcrafted there may be slight variations 
in the colour and finish of the resin.

We operate in a sterile environment where only one piece of jewellery is made at a time. Once 
received at our office, the ashes, order confirmation form and the jewellery piece are placed 
together in a sealed bag until needed by our jewellery maker. No ashes are discarded during the 
process and all unused ashes are returned to you along with your jewellery piece. We treat the 
ashes of your loved with the utmost care and dignity.
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EverWith® Ladies Petals Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-305-Orange)

EverWith® Ladies Oval Halo Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-302-Yellow)

EverWith® Ladies Forever Memorial Ashes  

Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-309-Pink)

EverWith® Ladies Radiance Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-319-Red)

EverWith® Ladies Oval Memorial 

Ashes Ring

(EW-R-304-Transparent)

EverWith® Ladies Three Of Us Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-310-Pink)

 £200.00    £395.00

 £255.00    £425.00

 £225.00    £415.00

 £245.00    £435.00

 £245.00    £415.00

 £225.00    £495.00

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Ladies Memorial Ashes Rings
EverWith® offers a selection of memorial jewellery rings for ladies
We have a great range of contemporary styles as well as classic designs. Some styles are chunky and robust, 
while others are delicate and dainty. Some are simple and stylish, others are ornate and lavish. 

Each EverWith® memorial ring contains a small amount of cremation ashes suspended and visible in the 
special resin in the colour of your choice. Some designs have a simple line of resin, others a large amount 
which looks like a polished stone.

Engraving is available on the inside of certain rings, but not all rings can be engraved. Where possible, these 
rings show the maximum number of characters that can be engraved at an extra cost of £39.

*Not all of these sizes are stocked as standard and may have to be a special order. For the full specification / dimensions of each jewellery piece please refer to our 
website or contact our friendly customer service team. **We can make rings in sizes from G to Z3.
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EverWith® Ladies Round Halo Memorial Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-312-Aqua)

EverWith® Ladies Heart Bubble Band 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-322-Pink)

EverWith® Ladies Multisize Round 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-321-Black)

EverWith® Ladies Round Bubble Band 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-308-Purple)

EverWith® Ladies Harmony Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-306-Orange)

EverWith® Ladies Cherish Memorial Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-307-White)

EverWith® Ladies Classic Round 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-301-Black)

EverWith® Ladies Deco Memorial Ashes 

Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-311-Yellow)

EverWith® Ladies Channel Bubble 

Band Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-323-Red)

EverWith® Ladies Waves Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-317-Aqua)

 £205.00    £415.00 £175.00    £369.00

 £205.00    £400.00 £229.00    £505.00 £175.00    £369.00 £145.00    £365.00

 £209.00    £545.00  £185.00    £369.00

 £235.00    £480.00

 £225.00    £515.00

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 12 characters
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EverWith® Ladies Peace Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-325-Violet)

EverWith® Ladies Marquise Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-334-Black)

EverWith® Ladies True Memorial Ashes 

Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-324-Aqua)

EverWith® Ladies Honour Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-328-White)

EverWith® Ladies Solitaire Memorial Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-313-Pink)

EverWith® Ladies Oceans Memorial Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-332-Red)

EverWith® Ladies Tranquility Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-330-Red)

EverWith® Ladies Serenity Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-326-Purple)

EverWith® Ladies Truelove Memorial Ashes 

Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-355-Pink)

EverWith® Ladies Unity Memorial Ashes 

Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-331-Violet)

 £215.00    £515.00  £185.00    £375.00  £200.00    £465.00  £190.00    £440.00

 £179.00    £345.00  £205.00    £415.00  £205.00    £415.00  £205.00    £460.00 £189.00    £419.00

 £199.00    £485.00

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters
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EverWith® Ladies Beau Memorial 

Ashes Ring

(EW-R-353-Red)

EverWith® Ladies Droplets Memorial Ashes 

Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-346-Purple, Blue, Pink & Aqua)

EverWith® Ladies Dearest Memorial 

Ashes Ring

(EW-R-338-Purple

EverWith® Ladies Together Memorial 

Ashes Ring

(EW-R-340-Purple & Violet)

EverWith® Ladies Inspire Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-341-Blue & Aqua)

 £235.00    £505.00

 £225.00    £455.00  £210.00    £465.00  £285.00    £595.00

 £210.00    £455.00
Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 12 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters
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EverWith® Ladies Clover Memorial Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-350-Yellow)

EverWith® Ladies Petite Guard Memorial 

Ashes Ring

(EW-R-344-Pink)

EverWith® Ladies Teardrop Memorial 

Ashes Ring

(EW-R-349-Blue)

EverWith® Ladies Bijou Memorial 

Ashes Ring

(EW-R-352-Violet)

EverWith® Ladies Oversized Heart 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-327-Black)

EverWith® Ladies Sweetheart Memorial Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-342-Purple)

EverWith® Ladies Jewel Memorial Ashes 

Ring with Fine Crystal

(EW-R-343-Violet)

EverWith® Ladies Praise Memorial Ashes 

Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-348-Pink)

EverWith® Ladies Special Memorial Ashes Ring 

with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-351-Purple)

EverWith® Ladies Beloved Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystal

(EW-R-333-Violet)

 £200.00    £530.00 £180.00    £445.00

 £245.00    £475.00 £199.00    £415.00 £195.00    £420.00 £190.00    £430.00

 £205.00    £420.00  £185.00    £415.00

 £235.00    £465.00

 £205.00    £530.00
Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 12 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters
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EverWith® Unisex Remembrance Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystal

(EW-R-337-Blue)

EverWith® Unisex Pure 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-314-White)

EverWith® Ladies Guard 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-345-Aqua)

EverWith® Unisex Strength Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-354-Aqua)

 £215.00    £545.00  £205.00    £505.00  £220.00    £650.00

 £245.00    £615.00

Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 30 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 30 characters
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EverWith® Ladies Rondure Opulence 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-364)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure  

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-356)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Teardrop 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-362)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Array Triple 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-359)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Array  

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-357)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Array 

Bubble Band Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-360)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Array and Sphere  

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-358)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Double Array 

Bubble Band Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-361)

 £180.00    £430.00  £190.00    £440.00

 £185.00    £430.00  £210.00    £460.00

 £205.00    £465.00  £195.00    £445.00

 £230.00    £480.00  £220.00    £470.00

Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters
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EverWith® Unisex Three Together Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-335-Purple)

EverWith® Unisex Strength 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-354-Aqua)

EverWith® Gents Traditional 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-315-Blue & White)

EverWith® Unisex Oblong Memorial Ashes 

Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-303-Blue)

EverWith® Unisex Four Together Memorial 

Ashes Ring with Fine Crystals

(EW-R-336-Aqua)

EverWith® Unisex Pure 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-314-White)

 £225.00    £570.00

 £245.00    £615.00

 £225.00    £570.00

 £220.00    £650.00

 £255.00    £695.00

 £259.00    £670.00

Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 30 characters

Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 30 characters

Can be engraved up to 30 characters

Gents Memorial Ashes Ring 
EverWith® offers a selection of stunning memorial jewellery rings for gentlemen.
Our Gents’ rings are designed to be both masculine and beautiful, with a range of colours to create a truly 
special and unique piece. 

Each EverWith® memorial ring contains a small amount of cremation ashes suspended and visible in the 
special resin in the colour of your choice. To make sure that you order the correct size we include a ring-sizer 
in your order kit.

*We can make rings in sizes from G to Z3.

Engraving is available on the inside of certain rings, but not all rings can be engraved. Where possible, these 
rings show the maximum number of characters that can be engraved at an extra cost of £39.

*Not all of these sizes are stocked as standard and may have to be a special order. For the full specification / dimensions of each jewellery piece please refer to our 
website or contact our friendly customer service team.
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EverWith® Unisex Pride 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-347-Blue)

EverWith® Unisex Shield 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-339-Transparent)

EverWith® Gents Signet 

Memorial Ashes Ring

(EW-R-316-Black)

EverWith® Unisex Remembrance Memorial Ashes Ring with Fine Crystal

(EW-R-337-Blue)

 £230.00    £550.00  £225.00    £565.00  £260.00    £920.00

 £215.00    £545.00

Can be engraved up to 12 charactersCan be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 30 characters

Memorial Ashes Bracelet
The EverWith® collection of memorial jewellery 
bracelets is wide and varied. Some have modern 
designs, while others are more traditional.
Each EverWith® bracelet contains a coloured resin in which a small 
amount of the cremation ashes of your departed loved one is mixed. 
Our special resin comes in twelve different colours, so you can create 
a unique and individual bracelet where you can carry your loved one 
close to you, always.

The resin holds the ashes suspended within it where they glisten 
as they catch the light, and each bracelet is individually crafted to 
provide you with a very special memory.

Engraving is available on the back of certain bracelets, but not all 
bracelets can be engraved. Where possible, these bracelets show the 
maximum number of characters that can be engraved at an extra cost 
of £39.

For the full specification / dimensions of each jewellery piece please refer to our website or contact our 
friendly customer service team.
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EverWith® Ladies Infinity Memorial Ashes Bracelet

(EW-B-501-Red)

EverWith® Ladies Heart 

Memorial Ashes Bracelet

(EW-B-505-Violet)

EverWith® Ladies Eternal Memorial Ashes 

Bracelet with Fine Crystals

(EW-B-502-Black)

EverWith® Ladies Classic Round 

Memorial Ashes Bracelet

(EW-B-508-Aqua)

EverWith® Ladies Praise 

Memorial Ashes Bracelet

(EW-B-507-Orange)

EverWith® Ladies Galaxy Memorial Ashes 

Bracelet with Fine Crystals

(EW-B-513-Pink, Purple & Green)

EverWith® Ladies Unison 

Memorial Ashes Bracelet

(EW-B-504-Blue)

EverWith® Ladies Forever Memorial  

Ashes Bracelet with Fine Crystals

(EW-B-512-Green)

EverWith® Ladies Adore Memorial Ashes Bracelet

(EW-B-503-Pink)

 £140.00    £415.00  £145.00    £435.00  £134.00    £420.00  £210.00    £570.00  £134.00    £430.00  £129.00    £415.00

 £155.00    £465.00 £139.00    £445.00  £119.00    £415.00

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 charactersCan be engraved up to 5 charactersCan be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 characters
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EverWith® Ladies Valentine 

Memorial Ashes Bracelet

(EW-B-515-Red)

EverWith® Ladies Revere 

Memorial Ashes Bracelet

(EW-B-510-Purple)

EverWith® Ladies Angel Wings Memorial Ashes Bracelet

(EW-B-509-Blue)

EverWith® Ladies Respect Memorial Ashes 

Bracelet with Fine Crystals

(EW-B-511-Black)

EverWith® Ladies Guardian 

Memorial Ashes Bracelet

(EW-B-514-Orange)

Memorial Ashes Earrings
EverWith® memorial jewellery earrings come in a wide variety of styles and 
designs, to suit all tastes.
Our EverWith® Earrings all include a coloured resin which contains a small amount of cremation ashes  
to create a unique and beautiful effect, like glistening flakes set within a stone. 

All our earrings are lovingly hand-crafted, with fine attention to detail. They are ideal to combine with  
one of the EverWith® range of pendants, rings, or bracelets, or to use alone.

Engraving is not available on earrings.

For the full specification / dimensions of each jewellery piece please refer to our website or contact our friendly customer service team.

 £150.00    £455.00

 £155.00    £465.00 £150.00    £455.00 £145.00    £450.00

 £145.00    £440.00

Can be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 10 characters
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EverWith® Ladies Cherish 

Memorial Ashes Earrings

(EW-E-201-Black)

EverWith® Ladies Delicate Drop 

Memorial Ashes Earrings

(EW-E-204-Violet)

EverWith® Ladies Silver Classic Round 

Memorial Ashes Earrings

(EW-E-202-Transparent)

EverWith® Ladies Petals Memorial Ashes Earrings with Fine Crystals

(EW-E-203-White)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Pearl 

Memorial Ashes Earrings

(EW-E-212)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Opulence  

Memorial Ashes Earrings

(EW-E-213)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Teardrop  

Memorial Ashes Earrings

(EW-E-211)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Drop Memorial Ashes Earrings

(EW-E-207)

 £240.00    £500.00

 £205.00    £355.00  £235.00    £369.00  £205.00    £355.00

 £240.00    £500.00  £220.00    £480.00 £235.00    £415.00

 £235.00    £505.00
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EverWith® Ladies Rondure Triple Spaced Drop 

Memorial Ashes Earrings

(EW-E-210)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Crescent 

Memorial Ashes Earrings

(EW-E-205)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Array Triple 

Memorial Ashes Earrings

(EW-E-208)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Array 

Memorial Ashes Earrings

(EW-E-206)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Array Triple Drop 

Memorial Ashes Earrings

(EW-E-209)

 £260.00    £540.00

 £220.00    £490.00  £220.00    £490.00

 £275.00    £555.00  £275.00    £555.00

Pendants and Necklaces
EverWith® pendants let you carry a special remembrance of a departed loved one 
close to your heart.
We have many different styles and designs of memorial jewellery pendants to choose from, and with a choice 
of twelve different resin colours you can create a very special piece of jewellery exactly how you like it. Every 
pendant is beautifully crafted and has a fine finish. 

Each EverWith® pendant has a mount where the coloured resin containing a small amount of the cremation 
ashes is carefully entered. The ashes are held safe and suspended within the resin, and the end result is truly 
stunning.

Engraving is available on the back of certain pendants, but not all pendants can be engraved. Where possible, 
these pendants show the maximum number of characters that can be engraved at an extra cost of £39.

For the full specification / dimensions of each jewellery piece please refer to our website or contact our friendly customer service team.
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EverWith® Ladies Star Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-134-Violet)

EverWith® Ladies Petals Memorial Ashes 

Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-102-Yellow)

EverWith® Ladies Three Of Us 

Memorial Ashes Necklace

(EW-P-104-Red)

EverWith® Unisex Paw Print Memorial Ashes 

Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-133-Black)

EverWith® Ladies Delicate  

Drop Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-106-Blue)

EverWith® Ladies Forever Memorial Ashes Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-103-Purple)

EverWith® Ladies Angel 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-115-Pink)

EverWith® Ladies Classic Round 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-105-Red)

EverWith® Ladies Adore 

Memorial Ashes Necklace

(EW-P-117-Purple)

EverWith® Ladies Cherish Memorial Ashes 

Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-101-Black)

 £220.00    £465.00

 £149.00    £395.00 £220.00    £470.00 £205.00    £470.00  £185.00    £415.00

 £165.00    £459.00  £209.00    £470.00  £220.00    £495.00 £160.00    £405.00

 £209.00    £475.00
Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 charactersCan be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 charactersCan be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 characters
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EverWith® Ladies Praise 

Memorial Ashes Necklace

(EW-P-116-Aqua)

EverWith® Ladies Marquise Memorial Ashes 

Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-107-Blue)

EverWith® Ladies Embrace 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-113-Aqua)

EverWith® Ladies Bless Memorial Ashes 

Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-109-Red)

EverWith® Ladies Comfort Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-114-Green)

EverWith® Unisex Cross Memorial Ashes Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-130-Aqua)

EverWith® Unisex Oversized Cross Memorial 

Ashes Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-110-Black)

EverWith® Ladies Treasure Memorial Ashes 

Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-108-Pink)

EverWith® Ladies Protect Memorial Ashes 

Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-129-Black)

EverWith® Ladies Teardrop 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-111-Orange)

 £175.00    £415.00  £160.00    £435.00  £180.00    £360.00

 £220.00    £495.00  £259.00    £635.00  £225.00    £470.00  £155.00    £420.00

 £199.00    £415.00  £245.00    £595.00

 £149.00    £370.00

Can be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 charactersCan be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 charactersCan be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 12 characters
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EverWith® Unisex Celtic Cross Memorial Ashes 

Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-127-Black)

EverWith® Ladies Angel Wings 

Memorial Ashes Necklace

(EW-P-132-Pink)

EverWith® Unisex Rounded Cross 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-123-Green)

EverWith® Ladies Divine 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-128-Pink)

EverWith® Unisex Solace Cross Memorial Ashes Pendant with Fine Crystal

(EW-P-120-Pink)

 £205.00    £570.00

 £195.00    £455.00  £195.00    £495.00  £190.00    £440.00

 £190.00    £455.00
Can be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 characters
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EverWith® Ladies Mother and child 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-118-Blue)

EverWith® Ladies Mum Memorial Ashes 

Pendant with Fine Crystal

(EW-P-119-Red)

EverWith® Ladies Love 

Memorial Ashes Necklace

(EW-P-122-Pink)

EverWith® Ladies Butterflies Memorial Ashes Necklace with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-126-Yellow)

EverWith® Ladies Layered Teardrop Memorial 

Ashes Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-P-125-Pink & Purple)

EverWith® Ladies Key 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-124-Red)

EverWith® Ladies Clover 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-131-Green, Red & White)

 £220.00    £545.00

 £220.00    £495.00  £190.00    £470.00  £230.00    £615.00

 £195.00    £460.00  £200.00    £500.00

 £190.00    £425.00

 £230.00    £535.00
Can be engraved up to 12 charactersCan be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 12 characters

EverWith® Ladies Bee Memorial Ashes Pendant with Fine Crystal

(EW-P-121-Purple)
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EverWith® Ladies Rondure 

Memorial Ashes Necklace

(EW-P-135-Aqua)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Array 

Memorial Ashes Necklace

(EW-P-136-Black)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Drop 

Memorial Ashes Necklace

(EW-P-137-Purple)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Triple Array 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-138-Mix)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Teardrop 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-P-141-Violet)

EverWith® Ladies Rondure Triple Drop 

Memorial Ashes Necklace

(EW-P-139-Mix)

 £180.00    £440.00

 £169.00    £405.00

 £155.00    £395.00

 £215.00    £540.00

 £180.00    £440.00

 £159.00    £400.00

Can be engraved up to 5 charactersCan be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 characters

Memorial Ashes Cufflinks
EverWith® have a small collection of beautifully proportioned cufflinks, ideal as 
subtle reminder of your loved one.
Our special resin comes in twelve different colours, so you can create unique and individual cufflinks where 
you can carry your loved one close to you, always.

The resin holds the ashes suspended within it where they glisten as they catch the light, and each set of 
cufflinks are individually crafted to provide you with a very special memory.

Engraving is available on the side or back of our cufflinks. These cufflinks show the maximum number of 
characters that can be engraved at an extra cost of £39. Please write in the notes for the engraving the location 
that you wish the engraving to appear.

For the full specification / dimensions of each jewellery piece please refer to our website or contact our friendly customer service team.
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EverWith® Gents Classic Round 

Memorial Ashes Cufflinks

(EW-CL-605-Purple)

EverWith® Gents Fancy Oval Memorial  

Ashes Cufflinks with Fine Crystals

(EW-CL-603-Black)

EverWith® Gents Fancy Round Memorial  

Ashes Cufflinks with Fine Crystals

(EW-CL-604-Blue)

EverWith® Gents Oval Memorial Ashes Cufflinks

(EW-CL-602-Blue)

 £220.00    £740.00  £235.00    £895.00  £255.00    £870.00

 £225.00    £920.00

Can be engraved up to 25 charactersCan be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 characters

Memorial Ashes  
Charm Beads
EverWith® have a small collection of stunning, 
dainty memorial charm beads.
The coloured resin will safely hold the ashes or hair within it. The 
charm beads are designed to fit most brands of charm bracelets.

The resin holds the ashes suspended within it where they glisten as 
they catch the light, and each charm is individually crafted to provide 
you with a very special memory.

Engraving is available on the side of certain charm beads, but not all 
charm beads can be engraved. Where possible, these charm beads 
show the maximum number of characters that can be engraved at an 
extra cost of £39.
For the full specification / dimensions of each jewellery piece please refer to our website or contact our 
friendly customer service team.
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EverWith® Admire Memorial Ashes Charm 

Bead with Fine Crystals

(EW-CB-405-Pink)

EverWith® Cherish Memorial Ashes Charm 

Bead with Fine Crystals

(EW-CB-401-Yellow)

EverWith® Comfort Memorial Ashes Charm 

Bead with Fine Crystals

(EW-CB-406-Red)

EverWith® Heart 

Memorial Ashes Charm Bead

(EW-CB-403-Black)

EverWith® Beloved Memorial Ashes Charm 

Bead with Fine Crystals

(EW-CB-404-Green)

EverWith® Peace Memorial 

Ashes Charm Bead with Fine Crystals

(EW-CB-402-Aqua)

 £180.00    £505.00

 £170.00    £505.00

 £180.00    £505.00

 £160.00    £470.00

 £175.00    £495.00

 £170.00    £490.00
Can be engraved up to 25 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters

Memorial Ashes Lockets
EverWith® have a beautiful choice of memorial 
ashes lockets. These all come with an 18” chain 
and a presentation box.
The resin encases the ashes or hair on the right hand side of the 
locket leaving the left hand side free to add a small photograph.

The resin holds the ashes suspended within it where they glisten as 
they catch the light, and each locket is individually crafted to provide 
you with a very special memory.

Engraving is available on the back of certain lockets, some lockets 
can also be engraved on the front. Where possible, these lockets 
show the maximum number of characters that can be engraved at 
an extra cost of £39. Please write in the notes for the engraving the 
location that you wish the engraving to appear.

For the full specification / dimensions of each jewellery piece please refer to our website or contact our 
friendly customer service team.
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EverWith® Mum Heart Shaped Sterling 

Silver Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-L-802-Violet)

EverWith® Tree of Life Heart Shaped Sterling 

Silver Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-L-805-Yellow)

EverWith® Dad Heart Shaped Sterling 

Silver Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-L-803-White)

EverWith® Shining Star Heart Shaped Sterling 

Silver Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-L-801-Purple)

EverWith® Footsteps Heart Shaped Sterling 

Silver Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-L-808-Transparent)

EverWith® Paw Print Heart Shaped Sterling 

Silver Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-L-804-Red)

EverWith® Circular Shaped Sterling Silver 

Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-L-811-Aqua)

EverWith® Pink Rose Heart Shaped Sterling 

Silver Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-L-807-Green)

EverWith® Shining Star Oval Shaped  

Sterling Silver Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-L-812-Blue)

EverWith® Always On My Mind Heart  

Shaped Sterling Silver Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-L-806-Pink)

EverWith® Large Rounded Rectangle  

Shaped Sterling Silver Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-L-810-Black)

EverWith® Small Heart Shaped Sterling 

Silver Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-L-809-Orange)

£139.00

£139.00

£139.00

£139.00

£139.00

£139.00

£139.00

£139.00

£139.00

£139.00

£139.00

£139.00

Can be engraved up to 40 characters
Back only

Can be engraved up to 30 characters
Front and back

Can be engraved up to 40 characters
Back only

Can be engraved up to 40 characters
Back only

Can be engraved up to 40 characters
Back only

Can be engraved up to 60 characters
Front and back

Can be engraved up to 40 characters
Back only

Can be engraved up to 60 characters
Front and back

Can be engraved up to 40 characters
Back only

Can be engraved up to 40 characters
Back only

Can be engraved up to 40 characters
Back only

Can be engraved up to 40 characters
Back only
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STEP 1 - Choose your locket

EverWith® Large Round Glass Locket    

Memorial Ashes Locket

(EW-GL-901)

EverWith® Large Heart Glass Locket Memorial 

Ashes Locket With Fine Crystals

(EW-GL-903)

EverWith® Small Round Glass Locket Memorial  

Ashes Locket

(EW-GL-902)

EverWith® Small Heart Glass Locket Memorial 

Ashes Locket With Fine Crystals 

(EW-GL-904)Glass Lockets & 
Elements
EverWith® have a unique range of Glass 
Lockets which you can pick your own 
elements to go inside. 
Our range of glass lockets let you create your own 
totally unique cremation ash pendant.  There are four 
locket styles, and each is hand-crafted of hallmarked 
925 Sterling Silver which has a Rhodium plating to 
prevent tarnishing and scratching. There is also the 
option to specifiy 9k Gold.

We offer a selection of thirteen different ‘Elements’ 
of varying forms and available in two sizes. Within 
each locket, you can locate one or more ‘Elements’ 
containing your loved ones ashes set in resin. Each 
element is tiny and holds a very small amount of ashes 
set into the resin colour of your choice. Depending on 
the size of the pendant, and the size of ‘Element’ you 
choose, you can locate several different ‘Elements’ 
within the locket. Additionally, you can add to your 
locket or change its content as you wish. These glass 
lockets are rather like a charm bracelet. You can add 
to them, remove from them, or change which ones 
you display.

Engraving is not available on glass lockets or elements.

For the full specification / dimensions of each jewellery piece please refer to our 
website or contact our friendly customer service team.

 £149.00    £499.00

 £189.00    £699.00

 £159.00    £549.00

 £199.00    £899.00
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STEP 2 - Choose your elements
EverWith® Small Round Memorial Ashes 

Element for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-920)

EverWith® Small Moon Memorial Ashes 

Element for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-914)

EverWith® Large Round Memorial Ashes 

Element for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-919)

EverWith® Small Dog Bone Memorial Ashes 

Element for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-922)

EverWith® Small Heart Memorial Ashes Element 

for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-918)

EverWith® Large Dog Bone Memorial Ashes 

Element for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-921)

EverWith® Small Clover Memorial Ashes 

Element for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-916)

EverWith® Small Star Memorial Ashes Element 

for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-912)

EverWith® Large Moon Memorial Ashes 

Element for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-913)

EverWith® Large Heart Memorial Ashes 

Element for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-917)

EverWith® Large 5 Petal flower Memorial Ashes 

Element for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-923)

EverWith® Large Clover Memorial Ashes 

Element for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-915)

EverWith® Large Star Memorial Ashes Element 

for Glass Locket

(EW-GLE-911)

Locket & element inspiration...

 £39.00    £149.00

 £39.00    £149.00

 £39.00    £149.00  £39.00    £149.00

 £39.00    £149.00

 £39.00    £149.00

 £39.00    £149.00  £39.00    £149.00  £39.00    £149.00  £39.00    £149.00

 £39.00    £149.00  £39.00    £149.00  £39.00    £149.00
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EverWith® Self-fill Daisy 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1104)

EverWith® Self-fill Traditional Cylinder 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1101)

EverWith® Self-fill Journey of Life 

Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystals

(EW-SFP-1102)

EverWith® Self-fill Heart 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1107)

EverWith® Self-fill Broken Heart 

Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystals

(EW-SFP-1116)

EverWith® Self-fill Yin Yang Dual Chamber 

Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystals

(EW-SFP-1111)

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 30 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 30 characters

Self-fill Pendants 
EverWith® Self-fill pendants help keep a departed 
loved one close to your heart. 
As standard, they are finely crafted from hallmarked 925 Sterling 
Silver which has a plating of Rhodium to protect it from tarnishing 
and scratching.

If you prefer, you can order it in yellow, white, or rose 9k gold.

The tiny funnel that we send will make inserting the ashes easy and 
with the special triangular screwdriver we include you will find 
removing and reinserting the screw which seals the inner chamber to 
be simple.

Should you wish we can fill the jewellery with your loved ones ashes 
for you at an extra cost of £20.

Engraving is available on the side of certain self-fill pendants, not all 
self-pendants can be engraved. Where possible, these pendants have 
a maximum number of characters that can be engraved at an extra 
cost of £39. Engraving will be placed on the back of the pendant 
unless specifically requested to place elsewhere.

For the full specification / dimensions of each jewellery piece please refer to our website or contact our 
friendly customer service team.
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EverWith® Self-fill Tear Drop 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1103)

EverWith® Self-fill Circle of Life Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystals

(EW-SFP-1117)

EverWith® Self-fill Star Flower 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1119)

EverWith® Self-fill Bar 

Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystal

(EW-SFP-1109

EverWith® Self-fill Cross 

Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystals

(EW-SFP-1105)

EverWith® Self-fill Key to my Heart 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1115)

EverWith® Self-fill Infinity Cross 

Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystals

( EW-SFP-1110)

EverWith® Self-fill Forever Treasured 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1120

EverWith® Self-fill Paw Print 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1108)

EverWith® Self-fill Heart Shaped Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystals

(EW-SFP-1118)

 £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00
Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 30 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 30 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 30 characters
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EverWith® Self-fill Angel Wings 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1114)

EverWith® Self-fill Forever Loved 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1121)

EverWith® Self-fill Black Dog Tag 

Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystals

(EW-SFP-1113)

EverWith® Self-fill Yellow Moon 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1112)

EverWith® Self-fill Moon and Stars Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1106)

EverWith® Self-fill Classic Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1126)

EverWith® Self-fill Seashell 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1125)

EverWith® Self-fill Entwine 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1122)

EverWith® Self-fill Encompass 

Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystals

(EW-SFP-1124)

EverWith® Self-fill Forever 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1123)

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00 £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00
Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 30 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 30 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters
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EverWith® Self-fill Intricate Heart 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1143)

EverWith® Self-fill Eternal Love 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1140)

EverWith® Self-fill Bone 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1141)

EverWith® Self-fill Cat 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1138)

EverWith® Self-fill Always in my Heart 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1144)

EverWith® Self-fill Traditional Clover 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1137)

EverWith® Self-fill Wings of Love 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1146)

EverWith® Self-fill Dog 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1139)

EverWith® Self-fill Droplet 

Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystal

(EW-SFP-1142)

EverWith® Self-fill Everlasting Love 

Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystals

(EW-SFP-1145)

EverWith® Self-fill Infinite Cross 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1150)

EverWith® Self-fill Eternal Treasure 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1149)

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 charactersCan be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 30 characters

Can be engraved up to12 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 30 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 30 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters
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EverWith® Self-fill Classic Urn 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1131)

EverWith® Self-fill Rose Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1129)

EverWith® Star 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1127)

EverWith® Self-fill Teddy Bear 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1130)

EverWith® Self-fill Ridged Cross 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1128)

EverWith® Self-fill Musical Note 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1135)

EverWith® Self-fill True Love 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1132)

EverWith® Self-fill Love 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1134)

EverWith® Self-fill Paw Forever 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1136)

EverWith® Self-fill Blossoming Rose Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1133)

 £99.00    £569.00 £99.00    £569.00 £99.00    £569.00 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00 £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00  £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00
Can be engraved up to 30 characters

Back only
Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Back only

Can be engraved up to 30 characters
Front only

Can be engraved up to 30 characters
Back only

Can be engraved up to 20 charactersCan be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 charactersCan be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 characters

Can be engraved up to 5 characters
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EverWith®  Self-fill Butterfly 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1152)

EverWith® Self-fill Clover 

Memorial Ashes Pendant with Crystals

(EW-SFP-1153)

EverWith® Self-fill Infinity 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1154)

EverWith® Self-fill Heart Swirl 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1151)

EverWith® Self-fill Elegant Heart 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1148)

EverWith® Self-fill Gift Box 

Memorial Ashes Pendant

(EW-SFP-1147)

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00

 £99.00    £569.00
Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 12 characters

Can be engraved up to 30 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters
Back only

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Can be engraved up to 20 characters

Self-fill Charm Beads 
EverWith® Self-fill charm beads are a lovely way to 
keep a departed loved one close to you always.
Our charms beads are Rhodium plated and crafted from hallmarked 
925 Sterling Silver.  

They are also available in 9k yellow, white or rose gold. 

A tiny screw gives access to the inner chamber on the beads where 
the ashes are inserted using the funnel provided.

We also offer a 7.5” Charm Bead Bracelet on which our range of  
self-fill memorial ashes charm beads can be displayed.

Engraving is available on the side of all self-fill charm beads but not 
on the charm bead bracelet. Where possible, these self-fill charm 
beads show the maximum number of characters that can be engraved 
at an extra cost of £39.

For the full specification / dimensions of each jewellery piece please refer to our website or contact our 
friendly customer service team.
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EverWith® Round Angel 

Memorial Ashes Charm Bead

(EW-SFC-1206)

EverWith® Round Heart Engraved 

Memorial Ashes Charm Bead

(EW-SFC-1204)

EverWith® Round Winged Hearts 

Memorial Ashes Charm Bead

(EW-SFC-1208)

EverWith® Round Plain 

Memorial Ashes Charm Bead

( EW-SFC-1205)

EverWith® Round Cat Paw Print 

Memorial Ashes Charm Bead

(EW-SFC-1207)

EverWith® Round Cross 

Memorial Ashes Charm Bead

(EW-SFC-1212)

EverWith® Round Always in my Heart 

Memorial Ashes Charm Bead

(EW-SFC-1203)

EverWith® Round Dog Bone 

Memorial Ashes Charm Bead

(EW-SFC-1202)

EverWith® Round Dog Paw Print 

Memorial Ashes Charm Bead

(EW-SFC-1201)

EverWith® Charm Bead Bracelet

(EW-CB-1001)

EverWith® Round Dog Bone Memorial 

Ashes Charm Bead with Crystals

(EW-SFC-1211)

EverWith® Round Rose 

Memorial Ashes Charm Bead

(EW-SFC-1209)

EverWith® Round Butterfly 

Memorial Ashes Charm Bead

(EW-SFC-1210)

 £99.00    £469.00  £99.00    £469.00  £99.00    £469.00  £99.00    £469.00

 £99.00    £469.00

 £99.00    £469.00

 £99.00    £469.00

 £99.00    £469.00

 £99.00    £469.00

 £99.00    £469.00

 £99.00    £469.00

 £99.00    £469.00 £109.00
Can be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 characters

Can be engraved up to 25 charactersCan be engraved up to 25 charactersCan be engraved up to 25 charactersCan be engraved up to 25 characters
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How to choose your resin colour
Certainly, knowing what each colour represents may help you to decide. Likewise, knowing the character of the deceased may 
influence your choice.  Alternatively, you can pick a colour that the departed was fond of. Most important though, is to choose a shade 
of resin that you really like. Pick a colour which looks good on you and which you feel comfortable with.

What Do The Different Colours 
Represent?    

BLUE embodies loyalty, stability, trust, and 
confidence. Additionally, it brings calmness 
and relaxation and reduces stress.

AQUA represents tranquillity, healing, 

softness, and understanding. It also brings 

emotional balance and stability.

GREEN symbolises harmony, safety, hope, 
and endurance. It restores depleted energy 
and balances the head with the heart.

YELLOW indicates energy, happiness, 
warmth, and intellect. Furthermore, it is 
illuminating and uplifting.

ORANGE represents creativity, determination, 
stimulation, and success. It gives emotional 
strength and support during times of grief.

RED symbolises strength, power, passion, 
and love. It is energising and builds 
confidence.

PINK signifies romance, friendship, 
femininity, and passivity. It is nurturing and 
understanding.

PURPLE embodies luxury, wisdom, 

creativity, and magic. It lets us communicate 

with our innermost thoughts.

VIOLET suggests dignity, devotion, peace, 
and mystery. It is spiritually calming and 
represents the future and dreams.

BLACK represents elegance, power, mystery, 
and grief. It protects and hides us from 
emotional stress.

WHITE symbolises purity, safety, innocence 

and goodness. It is reflective and offers a 

new beginning.

TRANSPARENT is for those who want to see 
things just as they are.

Which Colour Resin Are 
You Going To Choose?
Choosing the perfect resin colour to create your 
EverWith® memorial jewellery can be tricky. Firstly, 
because all of the colours are wonderful
Secondly, because they all look awesome when combined with 
cremation ashes. And, finally, because each one looks stunning set 
into the piece of jewellery. As a result, it can be hard to decide.

Maybe some theories about colours will help you to choose. 

We have many different styles and designs of memorial jewellery 
pendants to choose from, and with a choice of twelve different resin 
colours you can create a very special piece of jewellery exactly how 
you like it. Every piece is beautifully crafted and has a fine finish. 

Each EverWith® piece has a mount where the coloured resin 
containing a small amount of the cremation ashes is carefully 
entered. The ashes are held safe and suspended within the resin,  
and the end result is truly stunning.
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For the full specification / dimensions of each 
jewellery piece please refer to our website  
or contact our friendly customer service team.

EverWith® Engraving 
Our new range of engraved memorial jewellery allows you to create a unique 
personalised tribute to remember someone special. 
Our state-of-the-art laser engraver allows us to engrave onto your chosen piece of jewellery a wide choice 
of personalised options. You can engrave words in a standard script or in personalised handwriting, hand or 
footprints, pawprints, fingerprints, drawings, or photos.

There are many different jewellery options to choose from, and each piece is expertly handcrafted in 
hallmarked 925 Sterling Silver. We have pendants, which come with a convenient adjustable chain, as well as 
bracelets, cufflinks, and a charm bead.

Handprints & Footprints 
We can engrave one or two hand or footprints onto your chosen item of jewellery. 
These tiny reproductions are an exact copy of the prints that you email or upload 
to us. We will send you a special kit to help you to take perfect prints and so create 
a totally unique way to remember someone very special.

Our state-of-the-art laser engraver is incredibly exact and accurate, and you will 
be amazed by the fine details and perfect finish of these minute hand or footprints, 
or one of each. Furthermore, you can even choose to engrave a name beneath 
each one if you wish.

Pawprints
Choose this unique way to remember a special pet by engraving one or two 
pawprints onto one of our fine Sterling Silver pieces of jewellery. We will send 
you a kit to make taking the prints easy, and if you wish, a name can also be 
elegantly engraved beneath each print.

Our modern laser engraver will create a perfect reproduction of the emailed 
or uploaded print. The detail in the tiny pawprint is incredible and the finish is 
perfect. We are sure that you will wear your chosen piece of engraved memorial 
jewellery with love and pride in honour of your beloved animal.

Fingerprints 
Our amazing state-of-the-art laser engraver can etch a perfect copy of a fingerprint 
onto your chosen piece of jewellery. The detail is incredible, and you will be 
amazed at the fine lines, the amazing detail, and the sheer beauty of the engraving. 
Watch our fingerprint video to help you to take a clear fingerprint which you can 
then email or upload to us.

Create a truly original and unique way to keep a departed loved one close by and 
accompanying you always with their fingerprint engraved onto a beautiful piece 
of Sterling Silver jewellery.
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How to Order 
Order on our website at www.everwith.co.uk/engraving where there are many  different options and where you can 
upload your artwork and/or photographs. 

Artwork and photographs can also be emailed to images@everwith.co.uk once an order has been placed.

We can also take orders over the phone at 01452 379379, and your photographs and artwork can be either sent to us 
via the email address above or by post (and will be returned once your order is complete).

Standard Engraving
Create a unique tribute to a departed loved one with a piece of bespoke engraved 
jewellery. You can engrave your chosen piece of jewellery with one or more 
words in a choice of three scripts, Allura Regular, Times New Roman, or Monotype 
Corsiva. You might want to engrave a name or names, initials, or a date, and you 
can choose to format the words as you wish. 

Our modern laser printer creates a fine and perfectly finished script that is clear 
and easy to read so you can personalise a pendant, bracelet, or cufflinks in loving 
memory of someone special.

Photo Engraving
Engrave the photo of someone special onto a piece of exquisitely crafted Sterling 
Silver jewellery and enjoy having their image accompanying you always. Our 
modern laser engraver will create a perfect miniature reproduction of the photo 
you send us. The details are incredible, and you will be amazed at the fine lines 
and the clarity of the image.

You can create a bespoke piece of jewellery that you will wear with love and 
pride in loving memory of someone very special with our unique service. Your 
photo will be easily recognisable and a loving tribute to your loved one.

Handwriting
Our incredible laser engraver can create an exact copy of any handwriting. Just 
send us the sample of the words you want to be engraved in the handwriting you 
desire, and we can create an exact copy on your chosen piece of jewellery.

Depending on the size and shape of the item you select, you will be able to 
include one or more words. The finished result is an exact reproduction of the 
handwriting sample. This is an incredibly special way to create a unique and 
personalised tribute to a departed loved one and keep them close by always.

Drawings
You can engrave onto one of our fine Sterling Silver pieces of jewellery an identical 
reproduction of any line drawing. Simply email or upload the drawing that you 
wish to reproduce, and our incredible modern laser engraver will engrave it onto 
your pendant, bracelet, cufflinks, or charm bead.

The engraving will be an exact copy of the drawing, and you will be able to 
appreciate even the tiniest of details which will be engraved clearly and visible. 
You will enjoy wearing a unique personalised piece of jewellery with the artwork 
of someone special engraved onto it for all to see.

EverWith® Engraved Horizontal Bar Handwriting  

Memorial Necklace (EW-EN-1301)

EverWith® Engraved Round  

Memorial Pendant with Fine Crystals (EW-EN-1302)

 £75.00  from £75.00
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EverWith® Engraved Tag with Heart 

Memorial Pendants

(EW-EN-1303)

EverWith® Engraved Heart and Bow 

Memorial Necklace with Fine Crystal

(EW-EN-1304)

EverWith® Engraved Three Circles 

Memorial Necklace with Fine Crystal

(EW-EN-1310)

EverWith® Engraved Heart 

Memorial Pendant with Fine Crystal

(EW-EN-1305)

EverWith® Engraved Ring 

Pendant with Fine Crystal

(EW-EN-1311)

EverWith® Engraved Half Heart 

Memorial Pendant

(EW-EN-1306)

EverWith® Engraved Moons 

Memorial Pendants with Fine Crystal

(EW-EN-1312)

EverWith® Engraved Tree of Life Discreet 

Messaging Memorial Pendant

(EW-EN-1307)

EverWith® Engraved Star  

Memorial Pendant

(EW-EN-1313)

EverWith® Engraved Small Tree of Life 

Memorial Pendant with Fine Crystal

(EW-EN-1308)

EverWith® Infinity  

Memorial Bracelet

(EW-EN-1314)

EverWith® Engraved Love Tag 

Memorial Pendant with Fine Crystals 

(EW-EN-1315)

 from £75.00  from £85.00  from £80.00 from £75.00  £70.00

 from £70.00

 from £80.00

 from £85.00  from £80.00 from £85.00  £75.00  from £75.00
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EverWith® Engraved Winged Heart 

Memorial Necklace

(EW-EN-1316)

EverWith® Engraved Long Bar 

Pendant

(EW-EN-1322)

EverWith® Engraved Wing  

Memorial Pendant

(EW-EN-1317)

EverWith® Engraved Short Bar 

Memorial Pendant

(EW-EN-1323)

EverWith® Engraved Paw Print  

Memorial Pendant with Fine Crystals

(EW-EN-1318)

EverWith® Engraved Long Bar  

Memorial Pendant With Fine Crystal

(EW-EN-1324)

EverWith® Engraved Cat  

Memorial Pendant with Fine Crystal

(EW-EN-1319)

EverWith® Engraved Short Bar 

Memorial Pendant With Fine Crystal

(EW-EN-1325)

EverWith® Engraved Dog Bone 

Memorial Necklace with Fine Crystals

(EW-EN-1320)

EverWith® Engraved Bar 

Memorial Cufflinks

(EW-EN-1326)

EverWith® Engraved Tag  

Memorial Pendant

(EW-EN-1321)

EverWith® Engraved Heart 

Memorial Charm Bead

(EW-EN-1327)

 from £85.00  from £70.00 from £75.00  from £65.00 from £80.00  from £70.00

 from £70.00  from £65.00 from £85.00  from £95.00 from £70.00  £75.00
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Available at

www.everwith.co.uk

Available at

www.everwith.co.uk


